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US Yields

The 10-year yield now looks like it wants to have a move towards the 2% level, given 
that it has now broken out above the entire 2021 range. We wanted to buy some bonds 
based on the fact that the market responded negatively (yields down) on a high CPI 
reading with the entire market already short, but the market can continue to move in the 
direction of the trend really in perpetuity. For now, lets keep a 2% target on the yield.
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TD Propulsion up on the 30-year yield shows us another 50 basis points up from here to 
target the 2.57 level.

For USH22 futures, I'm looking at downside on the measured move of this breakdown to 
152'15. Looking to blow out of treasury long positions we put on Thursday to relocate 
them long for a tactical trade down into that region. For now, it is hard to short the hole 
but never the less we can play on names we think might outperform in higher rates: 
value stocks.
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Equity Long / Short
No change in our S&P 500 target at 497.5 on the SPY in the medium term. Trend line 
has held up and TD Plurality has now flipped into a bullish region. We should start to 
see a continuous grind higher against the lows.
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Small-caps (IWM) completed a TD Sequential 13 buy. The last time that this happened, 
IWM rallied >10% over the coming months. This confirms our bullish stance. Long 
against last weeks low is the play. Keep it as simple as that. Upward drift in duration 
should be helpful for the small caps.

China stocks look like they might have finally bottomed. We are tagging short-term 
breakout targets so would be expecting a small pullback in the short term. TD Prop at 
23522 is going to be the long setup for a move back to 25550.
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DAX is holding the TD Risk Levels, which is very bullish. Last line in the sand on a DAX 
long from here is 14650 holding which is the TD Propulsion downside exhaustion level 
and TDST support. A quick move if the rest of the world equity complex bounces from 
here will disqualify the TD Trend Line breakdown, which actually targets 15214 if the 
rest of the markets do not hold firm from here. I'm playing the upside situation.

VTI confirming everything that the rest of the equity markets are saying. TD Sequential 
13 and trend line hold. Qualified TD Propulsion up level from here puts VTI ~5% higher 
and then the TD Trend Line measured move breakout puts us ~10% higher.
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Nikkei finished TD sequential 13 countdowns while holding trends. Confirming cross 
market support setup. Rejection of TD Prop up short-term puts us slightly defensive. 
Need to see a close above Friday's open to confirm support.

Large Caps
NFLX came up on our screener as an interesting play here. TD Combo 13 on the 
NFLX/SPY ratio with massive trend lines on a monthly basis + TDST on the monthly 
holding firm. This is a good dip buying opportunity in the short term with a tight risk 
against a close below 512.33
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Facebook is coiling up for a large move higher. Prices have been basically unchanged 
for the last few months as the stock is trading between the 350 and 300 range. On 
Friday, prices held the trend line from below. I don't see much of a trading signal here, 
but I would be using Facebook as a proxy for overall market risk i.e. long tech risk while 
its holding that range and question the broad equity setups if prices get below 320 early 
next week.

Amazon we know where we stand. TD Buy Setup and hold of the TDST on the daily is a 
textbook setup to stay long. Furthermore, I'm looking at a proprietary signal that says 
prices should start to catch up to analyst price targets (4120) very soon. On top of that, 
the ratio between AMZN and SPY has a TD Combo 13 and holding. We would be 
looking for this one to rally from here.
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Got a few questions about Starbucks. I don't see the technical setup as appealing here. 
Yes, it has a daily 9 buy setup but if you look at the monthly charge, we actually hace a 
lot of downside if we just broke down the major trend line. This puts the stock roughly 
20% lower from here. I'm staying away from SBUX and in fact looking to short pops in 
the coming weeks if the rest of the equity complex starts to bounce.

For CAT, I'm looking for ways to get back into the long trade. TD Trend breakout puts 
the target at 245 and the TD Prop puts us at 266. Weekly TD Projection lows for next 
week are 222 which I am looking to see how the daily will setup at the time. My alerts 
are set, I would suggest you do the same as well.

GILD has good topping action here with a 9-13-9 confirmation and break below the 600 
TD Lines level / TDST support. Look to short pops. 660 is the TD Prop up which should 
the stop loss on this idea. I would wait for a pop to short.
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FX
Yen

Short term oversold against the dollar, TD Plurality is oversold with the TD Lines holding 
firm. Nevertheless, the 115 level is very important since we failed to qualify a TDST 
breakout. The 30minute has a short-term exhaustion sequence. No trades here but if it 
fails to get above 115, that would be a signal to get short USDJPY.

Euro

Medium term a bottom was most likely made, but we are hitting TD Propulsion and 
retesting the TD Risk Levels from the TD Combo 13. If it fails to trade above 1.1467, 
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this is a clear sign to short EURUSD

GBP

Cable looks like  short spot here with trend lines getting retested and qualified 
breakdowns on the daily to the 1.2383 level. TD Range projection on the weekly tested 
important levels and has failed to trade above. The short story here is that if it starts to 
fade off of highs, look to get short.
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AUD

It looks like the AUD is saying the same story as many other currencies. Middle of a 
range type of trade that is more or less a coinflip without great risk-reward. The low 
volatility also makes the situation very difficult to trade with tight stops. With AUD, 
because we failed to trade above the TDST level at 0.722 - the short-term bias is short.

Commodities
WTI

Although we are breaking out on the daily time frames, this is a major weekly resistance 
point in WTI. Risk levels from the TD Combo 13 are in play here and the market 
appears to be slowing down. That doesn't mean we can't have a sustained grind higher 
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over the coming weeks, but the risk-reward from a technical perspective is to the short 
side. We took some XLE short because of the TD 9 Sell Setup and weekly 13 
sequential on XLE.

XLE 13 Weekly.

Gold

Our original thought was to be short gold because of the weekly 13 sequential and 
failure to trade higher. Nevertheless, we failed to trade lower as well. No trade for us 
here. The market is coiled and it appears to be more or less a call on the dollar, which 
also doesn't have great risk reward characteristics unless you are focused on the long 
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dollar trade (which confirms AUD and GBP shorts) and would also mean being long 
biased on gold.

Monday is a US Holiday so we will have a light content session.

Hope everyone is having a good restful break.


